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THE easiest thing in the world to say MADDEN 13
about the Madden franchise is to PS3, Xbox, PC, £39.99
accuse it of looking the same every and 13. But it’s the intricate gameplay
year.
changes you need to watch for here.
The player has 25 new pass
Which it does. But that’s never
trajectories to exploit the opposing
stopped us lapping up FIFA, has it?
The graphics have hit a ceiling of cap- defence with and, perhaps more
ability so, on the surface level at least, satisfyingly, EA have addressed the
there isn’t much different between 12 issue of omniscient defenders – now

By JIM GELLATLY

THE VELVETEEN
SAINTS

WHO: Shaun Hughes (guitar/vocals), Martin Macdonald (guitar/vocals), Mark
Thomson (bass/vocals),
Richard Kass (drums)
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: The Vaccines, The Clash, Black
Rebel Motorcycle Club
JIM SAYS: The first time I
heard The Velveteen
Saints it was difficult not to
think of The Clash.
The track Rock N Roll Is
Dead sounds like a snapshot from the height of
punk. As an introduction,
though, it was an ideal
taster of one of Scotland’s
most exciting new bands.
They are a lot more than
some Clash tribute, but
the influential punk outfit
are an essential part of
their make-up.
Rock N Roll Is Dead
even namechecks late
Clash singer Joe Strummer, but while they sing
about Strummer, TVS
actually played their first
gig supporting another
Clash legend!
They were invited to
appear on the bill with
Mick Jones at the Justice
Tonight gig for the Hillsborough Justice Campaign in
Glasgow in December.
They may have their
genes in classic rock ’n’
roll and punk, but The Velveteen Saints are focused
on pushing their music

YOU’D normally find Super Mario
only on Nintendo – but sworn rivals
Sony have stolen a march on their
Japanese rivals.
And while their version is Italian,
he’s certainly not a plumber . . . it’s
Mario Balotelli, albeit in a different
guise.
To celebrate the launch of
LittleBigPlanet on PlayStation Vita,
Sony have transformed lead
character Sackboy into a series of
summer sporting legends.
Alongside Euro 2012 hero Mario,
sprinter Usain Bolt, cyclist Bradley
Wiggins, heptathlete Jessica Ennis
and running legend Mo Farah have

ROCKING . . . Saints

THE SIMPSONS:
TAPPED OUT
Free on iPad

WHEN this came out in March it
was so popular EA’s servers
crashed and it was pulled. Now
it’s back. In the wake of Homer
causing a Springfield meltdown,
rebuild the
Krusty
Burger
or the
Springfield Elementary
while
keeping a
tally of
cost.
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forward. Shaun says: “It’s
not so much about the history, it’s about the future.”
Originally from Coatbridge in Lanarkshire, the
boys moved to Glasgow
earlier this year, where
they share a flat together.
Shaun adds: “It’s been
heads down writing,
rehearsing and recording.
“We don’t want to end
up on those landfill bills
with the ‘headliners’ taking
to the stage in an empty
venue at midnight on a
Tuesday. We put on our
own gigs. This gives us
complete control.”
It seems to me that The
Velveteen Saints are going
about it exactly the right
way. There are so many
acts out there, a band
needs to think about how
they can offer a real alternative. At TVS’s June gig
at Blackfriars in Glasgow,
entry was via a pin badge,
and they were selling the
badges for £1.
It’s a nice touch to give
the audience a keepsake.
TVS appear tonight at
The Berkeley Suite in Glasgow’s North Street, with
support from Bacchanal
Party (rescheduled from
The Captain’s Rest).
MORE: facebook.com/
thevelveteensaints
Q Jim will be playing The
Velveteen
Saints
on
In:Demand Uncut this Sunday from 7pm on Clyde 1,
Forth One, Northsound 1,
Radio Borders, Tay FM,
West FM & West Sound FM.

LITTLEBIGPLANET
Sony Vita

been given the Sackboy treatment.
The game lets you dress your
Sackboy character in a multitude
of outfits, including a Summer Of
Sport downloadable pack.
LittleBigPlanet Vita looks like
being one of the most exciting
games on any console this year
and certainly the best game yet on
the handheld Vita. SFTW has been
playing it for several days ahead of
a full review next week.
It really is one to look out for.
DB

HARDEST GAME
EVER – 0.02s
69p on iOS

REMEMBER the 0.03s reactiontime game? This is the followup. There’s a free version – but
the paid-for has ten times the
levels. No wonder it has won a
five-star
rating
f r o m
users,
w h o
love it
j u s t
like the
l a s t
game.

they actually have to be able to see the
ball to get involved.
The most-hyped addition is the
physics engine – which we’re used to
from last year’s FIFA.
It’s something that adds to the
experience immeasurably . . . when it
works. It’s not perfect, which is a bit of a
surprise, but it does add some much-

needed variety. Another
bonus is the matchday
experience – which has had a
dramatic overhaul to go from
scripted and tame, to ad-libbed and
true-to-life.
This is probably a half-way house to a
blockbuster Madden 14 –
but it’s a good start.
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NEKU doesn’t “get”
people. He hates crowds
and making idle chit-chat.
Yet he must judge the
worth of humanity in a
game determining the fate
of the world.
By establishing a bond
with other players, he must
fight “noise” using mysterious pins with magical

‘TWEWY’

IT took just one man to
make Dust, which is hard
to believe looking at the
game’s elegant design.
Dust fights through
screens,
challenging
enemies and accepting
quests in order to bolster
his profile.
Accompanied by Fidget,
guardian of the mysterious
blade that comes to Dust

DUST:ELYSIAN TAIL 4

iPhone, £12.99; iPad, £13.99

qualities and finding his
way with a super-powered
smartphone.
The World Ends With
You or “TWEWY” translates from DS to iOS
perfectly. It’s not cheap,
but you pay for a unique
gaming experience.

XBLA, 1,200 MS points

in his sleep, our protagonist embarks on a journey
to learn about his forgotten
identity.
The wonderful handmade drawings combine
with classic gameplay,
creating something truly
special. Beautiful.
RW

N.O.V.A.

BBC iPlayer

THIS superb first-person shooter
has roared up the Google Play
charts to No1 since the recent
price reduction from £4.99.
Great guns and graphics and
gripping storyline. The singleplayer
m o d e
has ten
levels,
p l u s
there is
a cool
multiplayer
option.

FINALLY! Download TV shows to
watch offline using iPlayer. You
get a week to watch a show
before it drops off the system.
Downloads must be done over
WiFi – best to plug in a charger
as you
do this,
t h e n
y o u
c a n
watch
on the
move
without a
signal.

69p for Android

Free for all

TRANSFORMERS
Xbox/PS3/PC,
4
£34.99-£39.99
AFTER the so-so
movies, Transformers
returns to the gaming
world with a betterlooking sequel to
2010’s War For
Cybertron.
The plot of Fall Of
Cybertron is stronger,
too, if not a little too
guided, as the movie
tie-in series morphs
back into a stand-alone
video-game franchise.
The decision to cut
the popular cooperative campaign
mode seems strange,
but single-player is
stronger and Escalation
mode, thankfully,
survives (it’s a bit like
Call Of Duty’s Zombies
mode). Optimus Prime
for Transformers fans.

HAIRY BIKERS’
MISSISSIPPI ADVENTURE
Free on iOS

THOSE happy chappies have
travelled around America’s Deep
South chowing down on the best
grub – and released a free download with recipes and clips on
treats such
as crayfish macar o n i
cheese,
meatl o a f ,
and “pob o y ”
b e e f
sandwiches.

